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Abstract
A filtration over a simplicial complex K is an ordering of the simplices of K such that
all prefixes in the ordering are subcomplexes of K. Filtrations are at the core of Persistent
Homology, a major tool in Topological Data Analysis. In order to represent the filtration
of a simplicial complex, the entire filtration can be appended to any data structure that ex-
plicitly stores all the simplices of the complex such as the Hasse diagram or the recently
introduced Simplex Tree [Algorithmica ’14]. However, with the popularity of various com-
putational methods that need to handle simplicial complexes, and with the rapidly increas-
ing size of the complexes, the task of finding a compact data structure that can still support
efficient queries is of great interest.
This direction has been recently pursued for the case of maintaining simplicial com-
plexes. For instance, Boissonnat et al. [Algorithmica ’17] considered storing the simplices
that are maximal with respect to inclusion and Attali et al. [IJCGA ’12] considered storing
the simplices that block the expansion of the complex. Nevertheless, so far there has been
no data structure that compactly stores the filtration of a simplicial complex, while also al-
lowing the efficient implementation of basic operations on the complex.
In this paper, we propose a new data structure called the Critical Simplex Diagram
(CSD) which is a variant of the Simplex Array List (SAL) [Algorithmica ’17]. Our data
structure allows one to store in a compact way the filtration of a simplicial complex, and
allows for the efficient implementation of a large range of basic operations. Moreover, we
prove that our data structure is essentially optimal with respect to the requisite storage
space. Finally, we show that the CSD representation admits fast construction algorithms
for Flag complexes and relaxed Delaunay complexes.
∗This work was partially supported by the Advanced Grant of the European Research Council GUDHI (Geo-
metric Understanding in Higher Dimensions).
†This work was partially supported by Irit Dinur’s ERC-StG grant number 239985.
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1 Introduction
Simplicial complexes are the prime objects to represent topological spaces. The notion of fil-
tration of a simplicial complex has been introduced to allow the representation of topological
spaces at various scales and to distinguish between the true features of a space and artifacts
arising from bad sampling, noise, or a particular choice of parameters [EH10]. The most pop-
ular filtrations are nested sequences of increasing simplicial complexes but more advanced
types of filtrations have been studied where consecutive complexes are mapped using more
general simplicial maps [DFW14]. Filtrations are at the core of Persistent Homology, a major
tool in the emerging field of Topological Data Analysis.
A central question in Computational Topology and Topological Data Analysis is thus to
represent simplicial complexes and filtrations efficiently. The most common representation of
simplicial complexes uses the Hasse diagram of the complex that has one node per simplex
and an edge between any pair of incident simplices whose dimensions differ by one. A more
compact data structure, called Simplex Tree (ST), was proposed recently by Boissonnat and
Maria [BM14]. The nodes of both the Hasse diagram and ST are in bijection with the simplices
(of all dimensions) of the simplicial complex. In this way, they explicitly store all the simplices
of the complex and it is easy to attach information to each simplex (such as a filtration value).
In particular, they allow one to store in an easy way the filtration of complexes.
However, such data structures are typically very big, and they are not sensitive to the
underlying structure of the complexes. This motivated the design of more compact data
structures that represent only a sufficient subset of the simplices. A first idea is to store the
1-skeleton of the complex together with a set of blockers that prevent the expansion of the
complex [ALS12]. A dual idea is to store only the simplices that are maximal with respect to
inclusion. Following this last idea, Boissonnat et al. [BKT17] introduced a new data structure,
called the Simplex Array List, which was the first data structure whose size and query time
were sensitive to the geometry of the simplicial complex. SAL was shown to outperform ST
for a large class of simplicial complexes.
Although very efficient, SAL, as well as data structures that do not explicitly store all the
simplices of a complex, makes the representation of filtrations problematic, and in the case
of SAL, impossible. In this paper, we introduce a new data structure called Critical Simplex
Diagram (CSD) which has some similarity with SAL. CSD only stores the critical simplices,
i.e., those simplices all of whose cofaces have a higher filtration value, and in this paper, we
overcome the problems arising due to the implicit representation of simplicial complexes, by
showing that the basic operations on simplicial complexes can be performed efficiently using
CSD.
1.1 Our Contribution
At a high level, our main contribution through this paper is to develop a new perspective for
the design of data structures representing simplicial complexes associated with a filtration.
Previous data structures such as the Simplex Tree interpreted a simplicial complex as a set of
strings defined over the set of labels of its vertices and the filtration values as keys associated
with each string. When a simplicial complex is perceived this way, a trie is indeed a natural
data structure to represent the complex. However, this way of representing simplicial com-
plexes doesn’t make use of the fact that simplicial complexes are not arbitrary sets of strings
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but are constrained by a lot of combinatorial structure. In particular, simplicial complexes are
closed under subsets and also (standard) filtrations are monotone functions1.
We exploit this structure by viewing a filtered simplicial complex with a filtration range
of size t as a monotone function from {0, 1}|V| to {0, 1, . . . , t}, where V is the vertex set. We
note that if a simplex is mapped to t then, the simplex is understood to be not in the complex
and if not, the mapping is taken to correspond to the filtration value of the simplex. In light
of this viewpoint, we propose a data structure (CSD) which stores only the critical elements in
the domain, i.e. those elements all of whose supersets (cofaces in the complex) are mapped to
a strictly larger value. As a result, we are able to store the data regarding a simplicial complex
more compactly. More concretely, we have the following result.
Theorem 1. Let K be a d-dimensional simplicial complex. Let κ be the number of critical simplices in
the complex. The data structure CSD representing K admits the following properties:
1. The size of CSD is O˜(κd).
2. The cost of basic operations (such as membership, insertion, removal, elementary collapse, etc.)
through the CSD representation is O˜((κ · d)2).
The proof of the above two properties follows from the discussions in Section 3.3 and
Section 3.4 respectively. We would like to point out here that while the cost of static operations
such as membership is only O˜(d) for the Simplex Tree, to perform any dynamic operation such
as insertion or removal, the Simplex Tree requires exp(d) time.
As a direct consequence of representing a simplicial complex only through the critical sim-
plices, the construction of any simplicial complex with filtration, will be very efficient through
CSD, simply because we have to build a smaller data structure as compared to the existing
data structures. This is shown for flag complexes and relaxed Delaunay complexes.
2 Preliminaries
A simplicial complex K is defined over a (finite) vertex set V whose elements are called the
vertices of K and is a set of non-empty subsets of V that is required to satisfy the following two
conditions:
1. p ∈ V ⇒ {p} ∈ K
2. σ ∈ K, τ ⊆ σ ⇒ τ ∈ K
Each element σ ∈ K is called a simplex or a face of K. The dimension dσ of σ is equal to its
number of vertices minus 1. A simplex of dimension d is also called a d-simplex for short. The
dimension of the simplicial complex K is the largest d such that it contains a d-simplex.
A face of a simplex σ = {p0, ..., ps} is a simplex whose vertices form a subset of {p0, ..., ps}.
A proper face is a face different from σ and the facets of σ are its proper faces of maximal
1By monotone function we mean that the filtration value of a coface of any simplex is at least the filtration value
of the simplex.
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dimension. A simplex τ ∈ K having σ as a face is called a coface of σ. In some places in the
paper, we will not specify if a face or coface is proper, as it should be clear from the context.
A maximal simplex of a simplicial complex is a simplex that has no cofaces. A simplicial
complex is pure if all its maximal simplices are of the same dimension. Also, a free pair is
defined as a pair of simplices (τ, σ) in K where τ is the only coface of σ.
In Figure 1 we see a three dimensional simplicial complex on the vertex set {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}.
This complex has twomaximal simplices: the tetrahedron [1234] and the triangle [356]. We use
this complex as an example throughout the paper.
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Figure 1: A simplicial complex with two maximal simplices : tetrahedron [1234] and triangle
[356]. The filtration value of all vertices is 0. Filtration values of edges are shown in the figure.
The filtration value of a higher dimensional simplex is the largest filtration value of its edges.
We adopt the following notation: [t] := {1, . . . , t} and JtK = {0, 1, . . . , t}. A filtration of a
complex is a function f : K → R satisfying f (τ) ≤ f (σ) whenever τ ⊆ σ [EH10]. Moreover,
we will assume that the filtration values range over JtK. We say that a simplex σ ∈ K is a critical
simplex if for all cofaces τ of σ we have f (σ) < f (τ). For example, the critical simplices in the
example described in Figure 1 are all the vertices, the edges [56], [14], and [24], the triangles
[356] and [134], and the tetrahedron [1234].
Notations. In this paper, the class of simplicial complexes of n vertices and dimension dwith
k maximal simplices out of the m simplices in the complex is denoted by K(n, d, k,m), and K
denotes a simplicial complex in K(n, d, k,m).
2.1 Lower Bounds
Boissonnat et al. proved the following lower bound on the space needed to represent simplicial
complexes [BKT17].
Theorem 2. [BKT17] Consider the class of all d-dimensional simplicial complexes with n vertices
containing k maximal simplices, where d ≥ 2 and k ≥ n + 1, and consider any data structure that
can represent the simplicial complexes of this class. Such a data structure requires log (
(n/2d+1)
k−n ) bits to
be stored. For any constant ε ∈ (0, 1) and for 2ε n ≤ k ≤ n(1−ε)d, d ≤ nε/3, the bound becomes
Ω(kd log n).
We prove now a lower bound on the representation of filtrations of simplicial complexes.
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Lemma 3. Let β =
⌊
t+1
d+1
⌋
be greater than 1. For any simplicial complex K of dimension d containing
m simplices, the number of distinct filtrations f : K → JtK is at least βm. If β > (d+ 1)δ for some
constant δ > 0 then, any data structure that can represent filtrations of the class of all d-dimensional
simplicial complexes containing m simplices requires Ω(m log t) bits to be stored.
Proof. Let us fix a simplicial complex K of dimension d containing m simplices. We will now
build functions fi : K → JtK. For every i ∈ Jβm − 1K, let b(i) be the representation of i as an m
digit number in base β and let b(i)j be the j
th digit of b(i). Let g be a bijection from K to [m].
We define fi(σ) = dσ · β + b(i)g(σ) + 1. We note that all the fis are distinct functions as for any
two distinct numbers i and j in Jβm − 1K, we have that b(i) 6= b(j). Finally, we note that each
of the fis is a filtration of K. This is because, for any two simplices τ, σ ∈ K, such that τ ⊂ σ
(i.e., dτ < dσ), and any i ∈ Jβm − 1K, we have that fi(τ) ≤ (dτ + 1) · β < dσ · β + 1 ≤ fi(σ).
It follows that there are at least βm distinct filtrations of K. By the pigeonhole principle, we
have that any data structure that can represent filtrations of K requires log (βm) bits. It follows
that if β > (d+ 1)δ for some constant δ > 0 then β > (t+1)
δ
(β−1)δ . Thus, any data structure that can
represent filtrations of K requires at least δ1+δ ·m log(t+ 1) = Ω(m log t) bits to be stored.
Even if
⌊
t
d
⌋ ≤ 1, we can show that any data structure that can represent d-dimensional
simplicial complexes containingm simplices with filtration range JtK requires Ω(m
√
t
d log t) bits.
This can be shown by modifying the above proof as follows. Let Sj be the set of all simplices
of dimension j− 1. We identify a subset D of [d] of size √t, such that ∑j∈D |Sj| is at least m
√
t
d .
Therefore, for every set Sj, j ∈ D, we can associate
√
t distinct filtration values, which leads to
the lower bound.
The lower bound in Lemma 3 is not sensitive to the number of critical simplices, and intu-
itively, any lower bound on the size of data structures storing complexes with filtrations needs
to capture the number of critical simplices as a parameter. We adapt the proof of Theorem 2
and combine it with the ideas from the proof of Lemma 3, to obtain the following lower bound.
Intuitively, the theorem says that given κ critical simplices, with no other restrictions, it is not
possible to find a representation shorter than an enumeration of these critical simplices, each
of these critical simplices being represented with d log n+ log t bits.
Theorem 4. Consider the class of all simplicial complexes on n vertices of dimension d, associated
with a filtration over the range of JtK, such that the number of critical simplices is κ, where d ≥ 2 and
κ ≥ n + 1, and consider any data structure that can represent the simplicial complexes of this class.
Such a data structure requires log
(
((
n/2
d+1)
κ−n )t
κ−n
)
bits to be stored. For any constant ε ∈ (0, 1) and for
2
εn ≤ κ ≤ n(1−ε)d and d ≤ nε/3, the bound becomes Ω(κ(d log n+ log t)).
Proof. The proof of the first statement is by contradiction. Let us define h = κ− n ≥ 1 and sup-
pose that there exists a data structure that can be stored using only s < log α
def
= log
(
((
n/2
d+1)
κ−n )t
h
)
bits. We will construct α simplicial complexes (associated with a filtration), all with the same
set P of n vertices, the same dimension d, with exactly κ maximal simplices, and with a fil-
tration over the range of JtK. By the pigeonhole principle, two different filtered simplicial
complexes2, say K and K′, are encoded by the same word. So any algorithm will give the same
2i.e., two complexes which either differ on the simplices contained on the complex or on the filtration value of a
simplex contained in both complexes.
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answer for K and K′. But, by the construction of these complexes, there is either a simplex
which is in K and not in K′ or there is a simplex whose filtration value in K is different from
the simplex’s filtration value in K′. This leads to a contradiction.
The simplicial complexes and their associated filtration are constructed as follows. Let
P′ ⊂ P be a subset of cardinality n/2, and consider the set of all possible simplicial complexes
of dimension d with vertices in P′ that contain h critical simplices. We further assume that all
critical simplices have dimension d exactly. These complexes are β = (
(n/2d+1)
h
) in number, since
the total number of maximal d dimensional simplices is (n/2d+1) and we choose h of them. Let
us call them Γ1, . . . , Γβ. We now extend each Γi so as to obtain a simplicial complex whose
vertex set is P and has exactly κ critical simplices. The critical simplices will consist of the h
maximal simplices of dimension d already constructed (whose filtration value is set to one of
the values in [t]) plus a number of maximal simplices of dimension 1 (whose filtration value is
set to 0). The set of vertices of Γi, vert(Γi), may be a strict subset of P
′. Let its cardinality be
n
2 − ri and observe that 0 ≤ ri < n2 . Consider now the complete graph on the n2 + ri vertices of
P \ vert(Γi). Any spanning tree of this graph gives n2 + ri − 1 edges and we arbitrarily choose
n
2 − ri + 1 edges from the remaining edges of the graph to obtain n distinct edges spanning
over the vertices of P \ vert(Γi). We have thus constructed a 1–dimensional simplicial complex
Ki on the
n
2 + ri vertices of P \ vert(Γi) with exactly n maximal simplices. Finally, we define
the complex Λi = Γi ∪ Ki that has P as its vertex set, dimension d, and κ maximal simplices
which are also the critical simplices. The filtration value of any simplex which is not maximal
is defined to be theminimum of the filtration values of its cofaces in the complex. The set of Λi,
i = 1, · · · , β, where for each complex we associate th different filtrations is the set of simplicial
complexes (associated with a filtration) that we were looking for.
The second statement in the theorem is proved through the following computation:
log

(
(
n/2
d+ 1
)
κ − n
)
tκ−n

 ≥ log
(
n(d+1)(κ−n)
2(d+1)(κ−n)(d+ 1)(d+1)(κ−n)(κ − n)(κ−n)
)
+ (κ − n) log t
= (d+ 1)(κ − n) log n− (d+ 1)(κ − n)− (d+ 1)(κ − n) log(d+ 1)
− (κ − n) log(κ − n) + (κ − n) log t
> (d+ 1)(κ − n) log n− 3(d+ 1)(κ − n)− (d+ 1)(κ − n) log d
− (κ − n) log κ + (κ − n) log t
≥ (d+ 1)(κ − n)(log n− 3− log d)− (κ − n)(1− ε)d log n
+ (κ − n) log t
≥ dε(κ − n) log n+ (κ − n) log n− (d+ 1)(κ − n)
(
3+
ε
3
log n
)
+ (κ − n) log t
≥ 2ε
3
(
1− ε
2
)
κd log n+
(
1− ε
2
)
κ log t+
(
1− ε
2
)
κ log n
− 3d
(
1− ε
2
)
κ −
(
1− ε
2
)
κ
(
3+
ε
3
log n
)
= Ω(κ(d log n+ log t))
We note that in the above computation, the first inequality is obtained by applying the
following bound on binomial coefficients: (nd) ≥
(
n
d
)d
.
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2.2 Simplex Tree
Let K ∈ K(n, d, k,m) be a simplicial complex whose vertices are labeled from 1 to n and or-
dered accordingly. We can thus associate to each simplex of K a word on the alphabet set [n].
Specifically, a j-simplex of K is uniquely represented as the word of length j+ 1 consisting of
the ordered set of the labels of its j+ 1 vertices. Formally, let σ = {vℓ0 , . . . , vℓ j} be a simplex,
where vℓi are vertices of K and ℓi ∈ [n] and ℓ0 < · · · < ℓj . σ is represented by the word
[σ] = [ℓ0, · · · , ℓj]. The simplicial complex K can be defined as a collection of words on an al-
phabet of size n. To compactly represent the set of simplices of K, the corresponding words are
stored in a tree and this data structure is called the Simplex Tree of K and denoted by ST(K)
or simply ST when there is no ambiguity. It may be seen as a trie on the words representing
the simplices of the complex. The depth of the root is 0 and the depth of a node is equal to the
dimension of the simplex it represents plus one.
We give a constructive definition of ST. Starting from an empty tree, insert the words
representing the simplices of the complex in the following manner. When inserting the word
[σ] = [ℓ0, · · ·, ℓj] start from the root, and follow the path containing successively all labels ℓ0, · ·
·, ℓi, where [ℓ0, · · ·, ℓi] denotes the longest prefix of [σ] already stored in the ST. Next, append to
the node representing [ℓ0, · · ·, ℓi] a path consisting of the nodes storing labels ℓi+1, · · ·, ℓj. The
filtration value of σ denoted by f (σ) is stored inside the node containing the label ℓj, in the
above path. In Figure 2, we give ST for the simplicial complex shown in Figure 1.
X,0
1,0 2,0 3,0 4,0 5,0 6,0
2,5 3,3 4,2 3,5 4,3 4,3 5,2 6,2 6,1
3,5 4,5 4,3 4,5 6,2
4,5
Figure 2: Simplex Tree of the simplicial complex in Figure 1. In each node, the label of the
vertex is indicated in black font and the filtration value stored by the simplex is in brown font.
If K consists of m simplices (including the empty face) then, the associated ST contains ex-
actly m nodes. Thus, we need Θ(m(log n+ log t)) bits to represent the nodes in ST (since each
node stores a vertex which needs Θ(log n) bits to be represented and also stores the filtration
value of the simplex that the node corresponds to, which needs Θ(log t) bits to be represented).
We can compare the upper bound obtained to the lower bound of Lemma 3. In particular, ST
matches the lower bound when t is nΩ(1).
Now, we will briefly discuss the cost of doing some basic operations through ST on a
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simplicial complex. Checking if a simplex σ is in the complex, is equivalent to checking the ex-
istence of the corresponding path starting from the root in ST. This can be done very efficiently
in time O(dσ log n) and therefore all operations which primarily depend on the membership
query can be efficiently performed using ST. One such example, is querying the filtration value
of a simplex. However, due to its explicit representation, insertion is a costly operation on ST
(exponential in the dimension of the simplex to be inserted since a d-simplex has 2d faces).
Similarly, removal is also a costly operation on ST, since there is no efficient way to locate
and remove all cofaces of a simplex. Consequently, topology preserving operations such as
elementary collapse and edge contraction are also expensive for ST. These operation costs are
summarized later in Table 1. In the next section, we will introduce a new data structure which
does a better job of balancing between static queries (e.g. membership) and dynamic queries
(e.g. insertion and removal)
2.3 Motivation for a New Data Structure: The Case of Flag Complexes
In this subsection, we will motivate the need for a new data structure that is more sensitive to
the number of critical simplices than the Simplex Tree by taking up the case of flag complexes.
The flag complex of an undirected graph G is defined as an abstract simplicial complex, whose
simplices are the sets of vertices in the cliques of G. As noted by Boissonnat et al. (see Section 2
in [BKT17]), in several cases of interest, the number k of maximal simplices of a flag complex is
small. In particular, we have k = O(n) for flag complexes constructed from planar graphs and
expanders [ELS10] and, more generally, from nowhere dense graphs [GKS13], and also from
chordal graphs[Gol80]. Furthermore, k = nO(1) [GKS13] for all flag complexes constructed
from graphs with degeneracy O(log n) (degeneracy is the smallest integer r such that every
subgraph has a vertex of degree at most r).
We further add to this list of observations by noting that the flag complexes of Kℓ-free
graphs have at most max{n, n∆ℓ−2/2ℓ−2} maximal simplices [Pri95], where ∆ is the maxi-
mum degree of any vertex in the graph. Thus, when ∆ and ℓ are constants, we have k =
O(n). Finally, we note that the flag complexes of Helly circular-arc (respectively, circle) graphs
[Gav74, Dur03], and boxicity-2 graphs [Spi03] have k = nO(1) from Corollary 4 of [RS07]. This
encompasses a large class of complexes encountered in practice and if the number of maximal
simplices is small, then any data structure that is sensitive to k is likely to be more efficient than
ST. Moreover, we go a step ahead and show below that any data structure that is sensitive to
κ, the number of critical simplices, is likely to be more efficient than ST as well. This is done by
proving that in most of the above cases, if k is small then so is κ. We formalize the argument
below.
We recall the definition of a hereditary property of a graph [Hed73]. A property P of a
graph G is hereditary if, whenever G has property P and G′ is a subgraph of G, then G′ also
has property P. We consider a specific filtration f for flag complexes which is of significant
interest: the filtration value of every edge e in the complex (denoted f (e)) is given as part of
the input and the filtration value of a simplex of higher dimension is equal to the maximum
of the filtration values of all the edges in the simplex. We have the following lemma for the
filtration described above.
Lemma 5. Let t : N → N be a non-decreasing function. Let P be a hereditary property of a graph
such that any graph G on n vertices and E edges with the property P has at most t(n) maximal cliques.
Then the number of critical simplices of the flag complex of G is at most n+ t(n) · E.
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Proof. For every edge e in G, let Ge be the subgraph of G induced by the vertices of e and all
the vertices which are common neighbors of both the vertices of e. Then, we remove all the
edges in Ge which have a filtration value higher than f (e). Let Me be the set of all maximal
cliques in Ge. Let M =
⋃
e
Me. Let σ be a critical simplex of filtration value f (e). We claim that
σ is a maximal clique in Ge. To see that σ is a clique in Ge, notice that from the monotonicity
property of filtration, we have that the filtration value of the edges in σ are at most f (e), and
thus all the edges of σ are in Ge. The observation that σ is a maximal clique in Ge follows from
the assumption that σ is a critical simplex in the flag complex.
Hence, we have that the number of critical simplices is at most |M| + n (the additive n
term comes from the possibility that the vertices might be critical simplices). Thus, we have
the following upper bound on the number of critical simplices.
|M| ≤ E ·max
e
|Me|
≤ E ·max
e
t (|Ge|) (1)
≤ E · t(n), (2)
where (1) follows from the hereditary property of G and (2) follows from t being a non-
decreasing function.
We note that planarity, expansion (in some cases) and degeneracy are all hereditary prop-
erties of a graph. Thus from the above lemma we have that a data structure sensitive to the
number of critical simplices representing the flag complexes of graphs having any of the above
properties is not only of small size but may also be efficient to construct (i.e., requires poly(n)
time). Our goal is to show that the Critical Simplex Diagram to be introduced in the next
section exhibits these nice properties for a large class of general simplicial complexes.
3 Critical Simplex Diagram
In this section, we introduce the Critical Simplex Diagram, CSD(K), which is an improved ver-
sion of SAL [BKT17] (as it has the additional functionality of maintaining filtrations). CSD is a
collection of n arrays that correspond to the n vertices of K. The elements of an array, referred
to as nodes in the rest of the paper, correspond to copies of the vertex of K associated to the
array. The collection of all these nodes across all the arrays will represent the disjoint union of
the critical simplices in the complex. Additionally, CSD has edges that join nodes of different
arrays. Each connected component of edges in CSD represents a (critical) simplex of K. We
describe some notations used throughout the section below.
3.1 Notations
Through out the section, we will denote by σ a simplex of dimension dσ in the complex and
denote its vertices by [vℓ0 · · · vℓdσ ]. Let Sh be the set of simplices in the complex whose filtration
value is h. Let Mh be the subset of Sh containing all the critical simplices of the complex in
Sh. For instance, in the complex of Figure 1, we have M0 = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, M1 = {[56]},
M2 = {[14], [356]}, M3 = {[134], [24]}, M4 = ∅, and M5 = {[1234]}. Moreover, we note that
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M0,M1, ....,Mt are all disjoint and denote by M the union of all Mh. Hence M is the set of all
critical simplices of the complex.
We denote by Ψmax(i) the subset of simplices of M that contain vertex i. In other words,
Ψmax(i) = {σ ∈ K
∣∣i ∈ σ, f (σ) < f (τ), ∀τ ∈ K, σ ⊂ τ}.
Let Ψ = max
i∈[n]
|Ψmax(i)|.
We denote by Γj the largest number of maximal simplices of K that contains any j-simplex
of K. We have the following bounds:
k ≥ Γ0 ≥ Γ1 ≥ · · · ≥ Γd = 1,
Γ0 ≤ Ψ ≤ m.
Moreover, when t = 0, we have Ψ = Γ0. We describe the construction of CSD below.
3.2 Construction
We initially have n empty arrays A1, . . . , An. The vertices of K are associated to the arrays.
Each array contains a set of nodes that are copies of the vertex associated to the array and
are labelled by an ordered pair of integers (to be defined below). Nodes belonging to distinct
arrays are joined by edges leading to a graph structure. Each connected component of that
graph is a star tree3 and there is a bijection between the star trees of that graph and the set of
critical simplices M. All the nodes of such a simplex are labelled by the same ordered pair of
integers. The first integer refers to the filtration value of the simplex and the second integer
refers to a number used to index critical simplices that have the same filtration value. For
instance, in Figure 3 we have the CSD representation of the simplicial complex of Figure 1, and
the triangle [134] in M3 is represented by 3 nodes, each with label (3, 1), that are connected by
edges. Below we provide a more detailed treatment of the construction of CSD.
Given Mh for every h ∈ JtK, we build the CSD by inserting the simplices in Mh in de-
creasing values of h. For every simplex σ = vℓ0 · · · vℓdσ in Mh, we associate a unique keyH(σ) ∈ [|Mh|]. We insert a node with label (h,H(σ)) into each of the arrays Aℓ0 , . . . , Aℓdσ . For
every j ∈ [dσ], we introduce an edge between (h,H(σ)) in Aℓ0 and (h,H(σ)) in Aℓ j . In other
words, a critical simplex σ is represented in CSD by a star tree in the graph thus defined. Each
star tree is on dσ + 1 nodes where vℓ0 is the center of the star tree. Furthermore, each node in
CSD corresponds to a vertex in exactly one simplex.
We denote by A⋆i the set of all nodes in Ai which are part of the star trees that correspond
to maximal simplices in K (the region with these nodes are shaded in Figure 3). Inside each
Ai, we first sort nodes based on whether they are in A
⋆
i or not. Furthermore, inside A
⋆
i and
inside Ai \ A⋆i , we sort the nodes according to the lexicographic order of their labels. Thus
we have that A⋆i is a contiguous subarray of Ai, i.e., all consecutive elements in A
⋆
i are also
consecutive elements in Ai, as can be observed in Figure 3. We partition Ai as above because
it will help us perform the operations which do not depend on the filtration of the complex
(such as membership query) at least as fast as SAL.
Finally, we remark here that we can use a priority queue data structure to efficiently gen-
erate keys for the simplices.
3A star tree is a tree in which there is a special vertex with an edge to every other vertex in the graph.
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Figure 3: Critical Simplex Diagram for the complex in Figure 1. The shaded region in each Ai
corresponds to A⋆i . A star tree represents a critical simplex. Each node has two labels, the first
one is the filtration value and the second one designates a unique identification to the simplex
within the set of critical simplices with the same filtration value.
3.3 Size of the Critical Simplex Diagram
We denote the total number of nodes in CSD by |CSD|. The number of nodes in each Ai is at
most Ψ, and thus |CSD| is at most Ψn. Note that the number of edges in CSD is also at most
Ψn since CSD is a collection of star trees (i.e., a star forest).
Alternatively, we can bound the number of nodes by |M|d, where M as defined in Sec-
tion 3.1 is the union of all Mh. The actual relation between Ψ and |M| can be stated as follows:
n
∑
i=1
|Ψmax(i)| = ∑
σ∈M
(dσ + 1).
We recall that in the previous section we denoted |M| by κ.
Furthermore, in each node we store a filtration value (which requires log t bits), a unique
key (which requires max
h∈JtK
log |Mh| ≤ logm bits), and a pointer to the center vertex of the star
tree. If the node corresponds to the center vertex of a star tree then it additionally maintains
the list of all its neighbors as well. We can thus upper bound the space needed to store the
nodes of CSD by κd(3 logm+ log t). Thus, CSD matches the lower bound in Theorem 4, up to
a multiplicative factor of O(d) (as m = O (nd)).
In the case of CSD, we are interested in the value of Γ0 and Ψ which we use to estimate
the worst-case cost of basic operations in CSD, in the following subsection.
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3.4 Operations on the Critical Simplex Diagram
Let us now analyze the cost of performing basic operations on CSD. First, we describe how to
intersect arrays and update arrays in CSD as these are elementary operations on CSD which
will be required to perform basic operations on the simplicial complex that it represents. Next,
we describe how to perform static queries such as the membership query. Then we describe
how to perform dynamic queries such as the insertion or removal of a simplex. Finally, we
compare the efficiency of CSD with ST. We remark here that in order to perform the above
operations efficiently, we will exploit the fact that the filtration value of a simplex that is not
critical is equal to the minimum of the filtration values of its cofaces.
3.4.1 Elementary Operations on the Critical Simplex Diagram
Implementation of the arrays
We implement the arrays Ai using red-black trees as the building blocks. This allows us to
efficiently search, insert, and remove an element inside Ai in time O(log |Ai|). We treat A⋆i
and Ai \ A⋆i separately. Below we will discuss how to implement A⋆i and the same will hold
for Ai \ A⋆i . Each subarray of A⋆i with a same filtration value, i.e., the same first coordinate,
is implemented using a red-black tree. These subarrays which partition A⋆i are labelled with
the common first coordinate value of their elements. We represent the set of subarrays using
a red-black tree on their labels. Therefore, each A⋆i is represented as the composition of two
red-black trees. Ai \ A⋆i is represented similarly. Finally, to search in Ai we sequentially search
in A⋆i and then search in Ai \ A⋆i .
Intersecting arrays
Wewill need to compute Aσ, defined as the intersection of Aℓ0 , . . . , Aℓdσ , and A
⋆
σ, defined as the
intersection of A⋆
ℓ0
, . . . , A⋆
ℓdσ
. To compute Aσ, we first find out the array with fewest elements
amongst Aℓ0 , . . . , Aℓdσ . Then, for each element x in that array, we search for x in the other dσ
arrays, which can be done in time O
(
dσ log
(
max
i
|Aℓi |
))
. Hence Aσ can be computed in
time
O
((
min
i
|Aℓi |
)
dσ log
(
max
i
|Aℓi |
))
= O(dσΨ logΨ).
We can compute A⋆σ in the same way as Aσ in time
O
((
min
i
|A⋆
ℓi
|
)
dσ log
(
max
i
|A⋆
ℓi
|
))
= O(dσΓ0 log Γ0).
3.4.2 Static Operations on the Critical Simplex Diagram
The tree structure of ST provides an efficient representation to perform static operations. How-
ever, we show below that we are able to answer static queries using CSD by only paying a
multiplicative factor of Ψ (in the worst case) over the cost of performing the same operation in
ST. In the case of the membership query, the multiplicative factor is reduced to Γ0.
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Membership of a Simplex
We first observe that σ ∈ K if and only if A⋆σ 6= ∅. This is because if σ ∈ K, then there
exists a maximal simplex in K that contains σ. The star tree associated to this maximal simplex
has nodes in all the A⋆
ℓi
, and all those nodes have the same label. This implies that A⋆σ 6= ∅,
and the converse is also true. It follows that determining if σ is in K reduces to computing
A⋆σ and checking whether it is non-empty. This procedure is very similar to the analogous
procedure using SAL [BKT17]. Therefore, membership of a simplex can be determined in time
O(dσΓ0 log Γ0). Finally, we note that the membership query allows us to decide if a simplex is
maximal in the complex since a simplex is maximal iff |A∗σ| = 1 and the star tree corresponding
to the label in A∗σ has exactly dσ + 1 nodes. We denote this new query by is maximal.
Access Filtration Value
Given a simplex σ of K we want to access its filtration value f (σ). We observe that f (σ) is
the minimal filtration value of the nodes in Aσ since the filtration function is monotone w.r.t.
inclusion. Hence, accessing the filtration value of σ reduces to computing Aσ. Therefore, the
filtration value of a simplex can be determined in time O(dσΨ logΨ).
For example, consider the CSD in Figure 3. We have to find the filtration value of σ = [134]
in the complex of Figure 1. We see that A1 ∩ A3 ∩ A4 = {(3, 1), (5, 1)}. This means that
the filtration value of the triangle is f ([134]) = min (3, 5) = 3. Finally, we note that the
filtration query allows to decide if a simplex is critical in the complex since a simplex is critical
iff |Aσ| = 1 and the star tree corresponding to the label in Aσ has exactly dσ + 1 nodes. This
new query is denoted by is critical.
Computing Filtration Value of Facets
Given a simplex σ = [vl0 · · · vldσ ], we can provide the filtration values of all of its dσ + 1 facets
by calling the previous operation for each of its facets, which will require a total running time
of O(d2σΨ logΨ). We can improve on this naive approach and obtain the filtration values of
the dσ + 1 facets of σ in running time of O(dσΨ logΨ). At a high level, we find an efficient
way to compute the filtration values of all but one facet in time essentially equal to the cost of
performing one access filtration value query. We compute the filtration value of the remaining
facet using the access filtration value query.
For j ∈ JdσK, we denote by σℓ j the facet of σ opposite to vℓ j , i.e. σℓ j = vℓ0 , . . . , vℓ j−1 , vℓ j+1, . . . , vℓdσ .
Let r ∈ JdσK be such that r = argmini|Aℓi |. Let F be the set of facets of σ that are incident to vℓr
and B the set of critical simplices that contain a facet of F but do not contain σ. Equivalently, B
is the subset of Aℓr containing every element of Aℓr which appears in exactly dσ − 1 of the sets
in Aℓ0 , . . . , Aℓr−1, Aℓr+1, . . . , Aℓdσ .
Hence the number of elements of B isO(Ψ) and B can be computed in timeO(|Aℓr |dσ logΨ) =
O(Ψdσ logΨ).
We define a map g that maps every simplex in B to the facet of σ ∈ F that it contains.
We sort B based on g, and in case of ties based on the first coordinate. For every j ∈ JdσK,
j 6= r, let αj be the minimal filtration value of the nodes in B which are mapped to j under g.
Then, the filtration value of the facet σℓ j is the minimum between αj and f (σ). We can compute
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f (σ) using the function Access Filtration Value described previously. If there are no nodes in B
mapped to j under g then the filtration value of σℓ j is f (σ). From the above discussion, we see
that computing the filtration values of the σℓ j for all j 6= r, i.e. for the dσ facets of σ incident to
vertex vℓr , requires a total time of O(|B| log |B|+ dσ log |B|) = O((Ψ + dσ) logΨ). It remains
to compute the filtration value of σℓr which can be done using the function Access Filtration
Value. We conclude that the total running time to compute the filtration values of all the facets
of σ is O(dσΨ logΨ).
Computing Filtration Value of Cofaces of codimension 1
Given a simplex σ, we perform the access filtration value query to obtain the list of all the
critical simplices that contain σ (there are at most Ψ such simplices). For each critical simplex
τ that contains σ, we list all its faces which are cofaces of σ of codimension 1 (there are at most
d− dσ of them), and associate to each of them a filtration value of f (τ). This can be done in
time O(Ψd logΨ) by traversing through the star tree corresponding to τ. It might happen that
a coface of σ of codimension 1 can be associated to more than one filtration value (because this
coface is contained in more than one critical simplex). In such a case, the filtration value of the
coface is associated to the minimum of the filtration values of the critical simplices that contain
it. Again, this can be done inO(Ψd logΨ) time. Therefore, the filtration value of all the cofaces
of a simplex of codimension 1 can be computed in O(Ψd log Ψ) time.
3.4.3 Dynamic Operations on the Critical Simplex Diagram
Now, we will see how to perform dynamic operations on CSD. We note here that CSD is more
suited to perform dynamic queries compared to ST because of its non-explicit representation,
and this means that the amount of information to be modified in CSD is always less than in ST.
Lazy Insertion
When inserting a critical simplex σ, we need to check if some of its faces were critical (prior
to the insertion of σ) and have the same filtration value as f (σ). We need to remove such
simplices since they are no longer maximal for this value of the filtration after the insertion of
σ. The full operation will be described in the next paragraph. We first describe a lazy version
that do not remove (nor even consider) the subfaces of σ. We further assume that we know
whether σ is maximal or not. Lazy insertions will be extensively used in the later sections.
A lazy insertion in CSD requires O(dσ logΨ) time (i.e., the cost of updating the arrays). We
remark here that lazy insertions will not hinder any subsequent operation on CSD nor modify
their time complexity, and, in order to save memory space, we can clean-up the data structure.
See details in the paragraph called ‘Robustness in Modification’ in Section 3.5.
Insertion
Let, as before, σ be a simplex that we want to insert in CSD. Since CSD only stores critical
simplices, we can assume that the filtration value f (σ) of σ is less than the filtration values of
all its cofaces. The insertion operation consists of first checking if σ is a maximal simplex in K
using is maximal.
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If σ is a maximal simplex, we insert the star tree corresponding to σ in A⋆
ℓ0
, . . . , A⋆
ℓdσ
. Up-
dating the arrays Aℓi takes time O(dσ logΨ). Next, we have to check if there existed maximal
simplices in K which are now faces of σ (and therefore no longer maximal). We either remove
such a simplex if its filtration value is equal to f (σ) or move it from A⋆
ℓi
to Aℓi \ A⋆ℓi if its filtra-
tion value is strictly less than that of f (σ). We restrict our search to the faces of σ which were
previously maximal, by considering for every vertex v in σ, the set of all maximal simplices
that contain v, denoted by Zv. We can compute Zv in time O(dσΓ0 log Γ0). Then, we compute
∪v∈σZv whose size is at most (dσ + 1)Γ0 and check if any of these maximal simplices is a face
of σ (which can be done in O(d2σΓ0) time). If such a face of σ in ∪v∈σZv has filtration value
equal to f (σ) then, we remove its associated star tree. To remove all such star trees takes time
O(d2σΓ0 log Γ0). On the other hand, if the filtration value of the face is less than f (σ) then, we
will have to move the node from A⋆
ℓi
to Aℓi \ A⋆ℓi and to place it appropriately to maintain the
sorted structure of Aℓi . To reallocate all such star trees takes time O(d2σΓ0 logΨ). Summariz-
ing, to remove or reallocate the faces of σ which were previously maximal takes time at most
O(d2σΓ0(log Γ0 + logΨ)). Next, we have to remove all the faces of σ which were critical and
whose filtration values were equal to f (σ). This can be done in time O(Ψd2σ logΨ) by simply
identifying the star trees all of whose nodes are contained in Aℓ0 ∪ · · · ∪ Aℓdσ .
If σ is not a maximal simplex then, we insert the star tree corresponding to σ in Aℓ0 , . . . , Aℓdσ .
Updating the arrays Aℓi takes time O(dσ logΨ). Next, we have to remove all the faces of σ
which were critical and whose filtration value were equal to f (σ). This can be done in time
O(Ψd2σ logΨ) as described in the previous case. Thefore, the total running time in this case is
O(Ψd2σ logΨ).
We conclude that the total time for inserting a simplex σ is O(d2σΓ0(log Γ0 + logΨ) +
Ψd2σ logΨ) = O(Ψd2σ logΨ).
Removal
To remove a face σ, we first perform an access filtration value query of σ (requiresO(Ψdσ logΨ)
time). Note that there are at most mini∈JdσK |Aℓi | many critical simplices that contain σ. We
deal with the simplices in A⋆σ and Aσ \ A⋆σ separately. For every simplex τ ∈ A⋆σ, i.e., for every
coface τ of σ in K which is a maximal simplex, we remove its corresponding star tree from
the CSD. Since there are at most Γdσ maximal simplices that contain σ, the above removal of
star trees can be done in O(Γdσd logΨ) time. Next, for each maximal simplex τ (containing σ)
that we removed, and for every i ∈ JdσK we check if the facet of τ obtained by removing vℓi
from τ, is a maximal simplex. If yes, we lazy insert the facet as a maximal simplex with the
same filtration value as τ. If no, we lazy insert the facet as a non-maximal simplex with the
same filtration value as τ provided that it is still a critical simplex (can be checked using the
is critical query). Note that in order to check if the above mentioned dσ + 1 facets of τ are
maximal/critical, we do not have to make dσ + 1 is maximal/is critical queries, but can do
the same checking inO(Γdσd logΨ)/O(Ψd log Ψ) time by using the same idea that is described
in the ‘computing filtration value of facets’ paragraph in Section 3.4.2.
Next, for every simplex τ ∈ Aσ \ A⋆σ i.e., for every coface τ of σ in K which is a critical (not
maximal) simplex, we replace its corresponding star tree by star trees of its dσ + 1 facets with
the same filtration value, where the ith facet is obtained by removing vℓi−1 from τ. Introducing a
star tree and updating the arrays Aℓi takes timeO(dτ logΨ). Again, we note that we introduce
the star tree of the facet of τ if and only if the facet is still a critical simplex in the complex
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(can be checked using the is critical query). Furthermore, if σ is a critical simplex (can be
checked by is critical query) then, we know that there is a star tree representing σ. We
replace this star tree by the star tree for each of its facets which have the same filtration value
(if the facets are critical).
Therefore, the total time for removal is O(Ψ2ddσ logΨ).
Elementary Collapse
A simplex τ is collapsible through one of its facets σ, if τ is the only coface of σ. Such a pair
(σ, τ) is called a free pair, and removing both faces of a free pair is an elementary collapse.
Given a pair of simplices (σ, τ), to check if it is a free pair is done by obtaining the list of all
maximal simplices that contain σ, through the membership query (costs O(dσΓ0 log Γ0) time)
and then checking if τ is the only member in that list that is different from σ. If yes, then we
remove τ from the CSD by just removing all the nodes in the corresponding arrays in time
O(dτ logΨ). We call such an operation (of removal) as lazy removal. Next, for every facet
σ′ of τ other than σ, we check if σ′ is a critical simplex (post the removal of τ) by applying
is critical. If yes, we lazy insert σ′ in time O(dσ logΨ). Finally, if σ is explicitly represented
in CSD (i.e., it was a critical simplex prior to the removal of τ) then we lazy remove it and, for
every facet of σ, we similarly check if it is a critical simplex (post the removal of σ) by applying
is critical. If yes, we lazy insert that facet in time O(dσ logΨ). Thus, the total running time
is O(dσ(dσΨ logΨ + Γ0 log Γ0)) = O(d2σΨ logΨ).
3.4.4 Summary
We summarize in Table 1 the asymptotic cost of basic operations discussed above and compare
it with ST, through which the efficiency of CSD is established.
ST CSD
Storage Θ(m log(nt)) O(Ψn log(Ψt))
Membership of a simplex σ Θ(dσ log n) O(dσΓ0 logΨ)
Access Filtration Value Θ(dσ log n) O(dσΨ logΨ)
Computing Filtration Value of Facets O(d2σ log n) O(dσΨ logΨ)
Computing Filtration Value of Cofaces of codimension 1 Θ(ndσ log n) O(dΨ log Ψ)
Lazy Insertion of a simplex σ – O(dσ logΨ)
Insertion of a simplex σ O(2dσdσ log n) O(Ψd2σ logΨ)
Removal of a face O(Γdσ2dd log n) O(Ψ2ddσ logΨ)
Elementary Collapse Θ(ndσ log n) O(d2σΨ logΨ)
Table 1: Cost of performing basic operations on CSD in comparison with ST.
If the number of critical simplices is not large then |CSD| is smaller than |ST|. The number
of critical simplices is small unless we associate unique filtration values to a significant fraction
of the simplices. As will be shown later, this assumption is relevant in applications.
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We observe that while performing static queries, we pay a factor of Ψ or Γ0 in the case of
CSD over the cost of the same operation in ST. In the case of dynamic operations we observe
that the dependence on the dimension is exponentially smaller in CSD than in ST. Therefore,
even if the number of critical simplices is polynomial in the dimension then, there is an expo-
nential gap between CSD and ST in both the storage and the efficiency of performing dynamic
operations.
3.5 Performance of CSD
CSD has been designed to store filtrations of simplicial complexes but it can be used to store
simplicial complexes without a filtration. In this case, |M| = k and CSD requires O(kd log k)
memory space, which matches the lower bound in Theorem 2, when k = nO(1). In this case,
CSD is very similar to SAL [BKT17]. Marc Glisse and Sivaprasad S. [GS] have performed
experiments on SAL and concluded that it is not only smaller in size but also faster than the
Simplex Tree in performing insertion, removal, and edge contraction.
CSD is also a compact data structure to store filtrations, as its size matches (up to constant
factors for small d) the lower bound of Ω(|M|(d log n+ log t)) in Theorem 4. Moreover, if Ψ
is small, CSD is not only a compact data structure since |CSD| is upper bounded by Ψn, but,
as shown in Table 1, CSD is also a very efficient data structure as all basic operations depend
polynomially on d (as opposed to ST for which some operations depend exponentially on d).
As our analysis shows, we can express the complexity of CSD in terms of a parameter Ψ
that reflects some “local complexity” of the simplicial complex. In the worst-case, Ψ = Ω(m)
as it can be observed in the complete complex with each simplex having a unique filtration
value. However we conjecture that, even if m is not small, Ψ remains small for a large class
of simplicial complexes of practical interest. This conjecture is supported by the following
experiment (and also Lemma 5).
We considered a set of points obtained by sampling a Klein bottle in R5 and constructed
its Rips filtration (see Section 4 for definition) using libraries provided by the GUDHI project
[Pro15]. We computed Γ0 and Ψ for various values of t. The resulting simplicial complex has
n = 10, 000 vertices, dimension d = 17 and has m = 10, 508, 486 simplices of which k = 27, 286
are maximal. We record in Table 2, the values of |ST| and |CSD| for the various filtration ranges
of the Rips complex constructed above. Figure 4 shows a graphical illustration of the data.
We note from Table 2 that Γ0 is significantly smaller than k, and also that Γ
avg
0 is much
smaller than Γ0. Also, from Figure 4, it is clear that there is a gap of an order of magnitude be-
tween |CSD| and |ST|. Next, we note that Ψ is remarkably smaller thanm (even notably smaller
than n). This implies that all operations can be efficiently implemented using CSD. More im-
portantly, we remark that Ψavg = |CSD|/n is at most 77.8 in the above experiment. Finally, we
observe that despite increasing t at a rapid rate, |CSD| grows very slowly after t = 100. This
is because the set of all possible filtration values of the Rips complex is small. Therefore, even
for small values of t the simplicial complex and its filtration is accurately captured by CSD.
Local Sensitivity of the Critical Simplex Diagram
It is worth noting that while the cost of basic operations are bounded using Γ0 and Ψ, the actual
cost is bounded by parameters such as mini
(
|A⋆
ℓi
|
)
, mini
(|Aℓi |), and Zv (the set of all maxi-
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No t |ST| |CSD| Γ0 Γavg0 Ψ Ψavg
0 0 10,508,486 179,521 115 17.9 115 17.9
1 10 10,508,486 490,071 115 17.9 329 49.0
2 25 10,508,486 618,003 115 17.9 429 61.8
3 100 10,508,486 728,245 115 17.9 723 72.8
4 500 10,508,486 765,583 115 17.9 839 76.5
5 2,000 10,508,486 774,496 115 17.9 860 77.4
6 10,000 10,508,486 777,373 115 17.9 865 77.7
7 25,000 10,508,486 778,151 115 17.9 865 77.8
8 100,000 10,508,486 778,319 115 17.9 866 77.8
9 1,000,000 10,508,486 778,343 115 17.9 866 77.8
10 10,000,000 10,508,486 778,343 115 17.9 866 77.8
Table 2: Values of |CSD|, Γ0, Ψ, and Ψavg for the simplicial complex generated from the above
data set with increasing values of t. Additionally, we provide Γ
avg
0 which is the expected num-
ber of maximal simplices that a vertex contains and Ψavg which is the average size of Ai.
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Figure 4: Values of log10 |ST|, log10 |CSD|, and Ψ for the simplicial complex generated from
above data set with increasing values of t. The blue curve corresponds to log10 |CSD| on the
left y axis plotted against log10 t on the x-axis. The red curve corresponds to Ψ on the right y
axis plotted against log10 t on the x-axis. The green curve(line) corresponds to log10 |ST| on the
left y axis plotted against log10 t on the x-axis.
mal simplices that contain the vertex v which has been introduced in the Insertion paragraph
in Section 3.4.3) to get a better estimate on the cost of these operations. These parameters are
indeed local. To begin with, mini
(
|A⋆
ℓi
|
)
captures the local information about a simplex σ
sharing a vertex with other maximal simplices of the complex. More precisely, it is the min-
imum, over all the vertices of σ, of the largest number of maximal simplices that contain the
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vertex. If σ has a vertex which is contained in a few maximal simplices then, mini
(
|A⋆
ℓi
|
)
is
small. Similarly, mini
(|Aℓi |) is the minimum, over all the vertices of σ, of the largest number
of critical simplices that contain the vertex. This value depends not only on the structure of the
filtration function but also on the filtration range. Finally, Zv captures another local property
of a simplex σ. Therefore, CSD is sensitive to the local structure of the complex.
Robustness in Modification
We now demonstrate the robustness of CSD, i.e., its ability to perform queries correctly and
efficiently even when it might have stored redundant data such as simplices which are not
critical or multiple copies of the same simplex with different filtration values. Consider mod-
ifying the filtration value of some simplex σ ∈ K from f (σ) to sσ(< f (σ)). In the case of
ST, we will have to modify the filtration value inside the node containing σ and additionally
check (and modify if needed) its faces in decreasing order of dimension. This requires time
Θ(2dσdσ(log n + log t)). However, in the case of CSD, we can lazy insert σ into CSD in time
O(dσ logΨ), and the data structure is robust to such an insertion. This is because, all the opera-
tions can be performed correctly and with the same efficiency up to constant additive factors in
the worst case after a lazy insertion. This is even true if some previously critical simplices need
to be removed due to the lazy insertion of σ. For instance, consider the is critical query on
some simplex τ. If τ was a face of σ before modifying f (σ) then, the minimal filtration value
of the nodes in Aτ correctly gives the filtration value of τ as sσ will now be one of the entries
in Aτ. Otherwise, if τ was not a face of σ, then the filtration value of τ remains unchanged, as
the lazy insertion of σ has not introduced a new simplex, but only a new filtration value to an
existing simplex. Therefore, we can think of using the data structure to manipulate simplicial
complexes in very short time through a collection of lazy insertions and perform a clean-up
operation at the end of the collection of lazy insertions, or even think of performing the clean-
up operation in parallel to the lazy insertions. We remark here that if we lazy insert r simplices
then in the worst case, Ψ grows to r+ Ψ. In other words, the presence of redundant simplices,
implies that the efficiency will now depend on r+ Ψ instead of Ψ, but the redundancy will not
affect the correctness of the operations.
3.6 A Sequence of Representations for Simplicial Complexes and their Filtrations
Boissonnat et al. [BKT17] in their paper on Simplex Array List described a sequence of data
structures, each more powerful than the previous ones (but also bulkier). In that sequence of
data structures 〈Λ〉, we had Λi = i-SAL (SAL referred to earlier in this paper is equal to 1-SAL).
Furthermore, they note that in the ith element of the sequence, every node which is not a leaf
(sink) in the data structure corresponds to a unique i-simplex in the simplicial complex. Also
for all i-SAL, i ∈ N, they state that it is a NFA recognizing all the simplices in the complex. As
one moves along the sequence, the size of the data structure blows up by a factor of d at each
step. But in return, there is a gain in the efficiency of searching for simplices as themembership
query depends on Γi which decreases as i increases.
We note here that CSD described in this paper is exactly the same as 0-SAL, when t = 0
(we ignore the structure of the connected component, which is a path in SAL but a star in
CSD). Therefore, CSD supercedes 0-SAL. There is no change in representation of a simplex
between SAL and CSD; instead we only store more simplices (i.e, all critical simplices) in CSD.
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Therefore, in the same vein as 〈Λ〉, we can define a sequence of data structures, each more
powerful than the previous ones (but also bulkier). More formally, consider the sequence of
data structures 〈Π〉, where Π0 = CSD and Πi =
t⋃
j=0
i-SAL(Mj), for all i ∈ N. Furthermore,
for all i ∈ N, we will refer to the data structure Πi by the name i-CSD (we will continue to
refer to 0-CSD as CSD). As we move along the sequence Π, the size of the data structure blows
up by a factor of d at each step. But in return, we gain efficiency in searching for simplices as
the membership query depends on Γi which decreases as i increases. Additionally, we gain
efficiency in accessing filtration value of a simplex as the complexity no longer depends on
Ψ = Ψ0 but on a smaller parameter, Ψi, which is the maximum number of critical cofaces that
any i-simplex can have in the complex.
Marc Glisse and Sivaprasad S. implemented SAL [GS] for Data Set mentioned in Section
3.4, and then performed insertion and removal of random simplices, and contracted randomly
chosen edges. They observed that 1-SAL outperformed 0-SAL in low dimensions. However, 0-
SAL performed better than 1-SAL in higher dimensions. Therefore, in a similar vein, it would
be worth exploring for which class of simplicial complexes, i-CSD is the best data structure in
the CSD family (for every i ∈ N).
4 Construction of Flag Complexes
Recall that the flag complex of an undirected graph G is defined as an abstract simplicial com-
plex, whose simplices are the sets of vertices in the cliques of G. Let (P, ‖ · ‖) be a metric space
where P is a discrete point-set. Given a positive real number r > 0, the Rips complex is the
abstract simplicial complex Rr(P) where a simplex σ ∈ Rr(P) if and only if ‖p− q‖ ≤ 2r for
every pair of vertices of σ. Note that the Rips complex is a special case of a flag complex. Rips
filtrations are widely used in Topological Data Analysis since they are easy to compute and
they allow to robustly reconstruct the homology of a sample shape via the computation of its
persistence diagram [CCG+09].
In this section, we will only consider a specific filtration for flag complexes which is of
significant interest as it includes the Rips filtration. The filtration value of a vertex is 0. The
filtration value of every edge e in the complex, denoted f (e), is given as part of the input.
The filtration value of a simplex of higher dimension is equal to the maximum of the filtration
values of all the edges in the simplex.
4.1 Edge-Deletion Algorithm for Construction of Flag Complexes
Let G be the (weighted) graph of the simplicial complex K. Let ∆ denote the maximum degree
of the vertices of G. To represent K using ST, Boissonnat andMaria [BM14] propose to compute
and insert the ℓ-skeleton of K into ST and to incrementally increase ℓ from 1 to d. Therefore,
the time to construct the ST representing the flag complex is O(md log n).
To represent K using CSD, we propose an edge-deletion algorithm, which is significantly
faster than the construction algorithm for ST. We recall that in Section 3.1 we defined Mh to
denote the set of critical simplices in the complex with filtration value h. For the following
algorithm, we will assume that all the edge weights are distinct.
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Preprocessing Step We first compute all the maximal cliques in G in time O(k · nω) [MU04],
where ω < 2.38 [Gal14] is the matrix multiplication exponent, i.e., nω is the time needed to
multiply two n× n matrices. We store these maximal simplices in a Prefix Tree (like MxST of
[BKT17]). The filtration value given to the edges provides a natural ordering to the edges of
the complex. We consider edges in descending order of their filtration value. Let ei be the edge
with the ith highest filtration value. Set i = 1.
Step 1 In this step, wewould like to compute M f (ei) in order to build the CSD of the complex.
We observe that a clique in G containing the edge ei is maximal if and only if the vertices of
the clique form a critical simplex in M f (ei). In the above observation we used the assumption
that all the edge weights in the graph are distinct. We list all the maximal simplices containing
the edge ei in time O
(∣∣∣M f (ei)
∣∣∣∆ω), by using the algorithm presented by Makino and Uno
[MU04] on a subgraph of G in the following way. We build an induced subgraph H of G that
contains the vertices of edge ei and all the vertices which are adjacent to both vertices of ei.
We note that every maximal clique in H is a maximal clique in G containing edge ei, and vice
versa. Therefore, if we run Makino and Uno’s algorithm on H (which contains at most ∆ + 1
vertices), we obtain all the maximal cliques in G containing edge ei.
Step 2 Next, we recognize the maximal simplices of K in M f (ei) in time O
(∣∣∣M f (ei)
∣∣∣ d log n)
by checking each simplex σ in M f (ei) with the Prefix tree built in the preprocessing step in timeO(dσ log n) per simplex. We remark here that all the simplices in M f (e1) are maximal simplices
in K, since e1 has the largest filtration value.
Step 3 We perform lazy insertion of the simplices in M f (ei) into the CSD and since we have
identified the maximal simplices in M f (ei), we know whether to insert them in A
⋆
j or not, for
each Aj. This takes time O
(∣∣∣M f (ei)
∣∣∣ d logΨ) = O (∣∣∣M f (ei)
∣∣∣ d2 log n).
Step 4 Finally, we remove ei from G, increment i by 1, and repeat the procedure from step 1
until G has no edges left.
This entire construction takes timeO(|M|(∆ω + d2 log n)) = O (|M|n2.38), which is signif-
icantly better than that of constructing a representation of K by ST as |M| can be considerably
(exponentially) smaller than m. Finally, we remark that if we lose the distinctness assump-
tion on the edge weights, then some of the maximal cliques of H listed in Step 1 may not
correspond to critical simplices, and thus we will need to perform the operation is critical
after constructing the CSD and remove the star trees not corresponding to any of the critical
simplices.
5 Construction of Relaxed Delaunay Complexes
Let Q be a finite subset of a metric space (P, ‖ · ‖) where P is a discrete point-set. Given a
relaxation parameter ρ ≥ 0, we define the notion of being ‘witnessed’ as follows. A simplex
σ = {q0, . . . , qdσ} ⊆ Q belongs to Delρ(Q, P) [dS08, BDG15] if and only if there exists x ∈ P
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that strongly ρ-witnesses σ, i.e. such that for all qi ∈ σ, and for all q ∈ Q the following holds:
‖x− qi‖ ≤ ‖x− q‖+ ρ.
The parameter ρ defines a filtration, which has been used in topological data analysis.
More explicitly, the filtration value of a simplex σ in Delρ(Q, P) is the smallest ρ′ ≤ ρ, such that
σ is in Delρ
′
(Q, P). For this entire section, we assume that the filtration range is JtK (obtained
after appropriate scaling).
We define a matrix D of size |P| × |Q| as follows. For every x ∈ P and ℓ ∈ [|Q|] let
D(x, ℓ) denote the ℓth nearest neighbor of x in Q (ties are broken arbitrarily). For every x ∈ P,
i ∈ JtK, let ℓix be the largest integer such that
∣∣‖x− D(x, 1)‖ − ‖x− D(x, ℓix)‖∣∣ ≤ ρi/t. Let
σix = {D(x, 1),D(x, 2), . . . ,D(x, ℓix)} and let W =
{
σix
∣∣x ∈ P, i ∈ JtK}. We note that the set M
of critical simplices in the complex is contained inW.
Lemma 6. M ⊆ W.
Proof. Let τ = {v0, . . . vdτ} be a critical simplex in M with filtration value f (τ). By definition
of Delρ(Q, P), we have that there exists a point x ∈ P which ( f (τ)ρ/t)-strongly witnesses τ.
Since τ is critical, we have that for every q ∈ Q \ τ, the following holds:
∀i ∈ JdτK, |‖x− vi‖ − ‖x− q‖| > ρ f (τ)/t.
Therefore, we have that for every i ∈ [dτ + 1], D(x, ℓix) ∈ τ, or more precisely, σdτ+1x = τ.
The above lemma provides a characterization of Delρ(Q, P): it can have at most |P|(d +
1) critical simplices (where d is the dimension of Delρ(Q, P)). We note here that typically
P is a relatively small set. For example, in the experiments performed by Boissonnat and
Maria (Table 1 of [BM14]), we note that the cardinality of P is about a few ten thousands while
the number of simplices in the complex is over a hundred million. Therefore, this provides
practical evidence of the compact representation of Delρ(Q, P) through CSD.
Under the assumption that for any x, ℓ, D(x, ℓ) could be computed in O(1) time (i.e., D is
computed as part of the preprocessing), Boissonnat and Maria [BM14] described an algorithm
to construct the ST representation of the relaxed witness complex. Their algorithm can be
easily adapted to construct Del
ρ
w(Q, P) in time O(tmd log n).
In the case of CSD, we propose a newmatrix-parsing algorithm which builds Delρ(Q, P) in
time O(|P|d2 logΨ) (assuming an oracle to access D). It is easy to see that all the simplices in
W can be constructed in O(|W|d log n) = O(|P|d2 log n) time by sequentially computing the
simplices σix for all the x ∈ P, i.e., by parsing the matrix D one row at a time. We lazy insert all
the simplices inW to the CSD in timeO(|P|d2 logΨ). We finish the construction by performing
a clean-up operation to remove the redundant simplices (i.e., non-critical simplices) that were
inserted.
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we introduce a new data structure called the Critical Simplex Diagram (CSD) to
represent filtrations of simplicial complexes. In this data structure, we store only those sim-
plices which are critical with respect to the filtration value, i.e., we store a simplex if and only
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if all its cofaces are of a (strictly) higher filtration value than the filtration value of the sim-
plex itself. We then show how to efficiently perform basic operations on simplicial complexes
by only storing these (critical) simplices. This is summarized in Table 1. Finally, we showed
how to (quickly) construct the CSD representation of flag complexes and relaxed Delaunay
complexes.
As a future direction of research, we would like to develop algorithms for computing per-
sistent homology of a filtration using the CSD representation. This is a very important ques-
tion, as computing persistence is at the heart of topological data analysis. On the other hand,
it is open to obtain better bounds on Ψ and Γi for specific complexes such as the Rips complex
or the relaxed Delaunay complex by assuming some notion of geometric regularity. Also, it
would be interesting to obtain lower bounds on the various query times (such as membership,
insertion/removal), by assuming an optimal storage of O(κd log n) (κ = |M| is the number
of critical simplices). From the standpoint of practice, we would like to find fast construction
algorithms under the CSD representation for other simplicial complexes of interest such as the
alpha complex and the relaxed witness complex. Finally, we would like to implement this data
structure and check its performance versus the Simplex Tree in practice.
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